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Abstract 

The deliberate insight into thematic and structural fabrication of these novels would 

validate a firm frontal area for the formulation of solid conclusions about popular fiction. 

Eventually, the research would demonstrate Ravinder Singh's unparalleled status 

in the field of popular fiction. Ultimately, it would be a comprehensive investigation of 

Ravinder Singh's style and fashion of writing that well addresses the genuine nature, extension 

and degree of popular fiction as a separate entity. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Ravinder Singh, an Odisha-born novelist from  a prominent Sikh family, is one of the country's 

most prominent literary figures. Having graduated from high school in 1982, Singh went on to 

work in the information technology industry. After completing his engineering degree, he began 

writing as a novelist after completing a Management course at ISB. As well as writing, Singh 

enjoys listening to Punjabi music and playing snooker. Ravinder Singh is an Indian author 

generally known for his introduction novel I Too Had aLove Story based on a real-life incident. 

He has his own publication house called Black Ink.Conceived on 4 February 1982, Singh has 

written books like Can Love Happen Twice, LikeIt Happened Yesterday and Will You Still 

Love Me. He received many accolades for hisastounding work and has garnered various fans 

both at national and international level. 

2. RAVINDER SINGH: NET WORTH AND LIFE-STYLE 

Ravinder earns a fair amount of cash from his career as an author.Allof his books so far have 

been the national smash hit one. No big surprise he lives a lavish life from the amount he makes from his 

profession. Be that as it may, his current estimated total assets are still under review. Singh is a fitness 

freak and invests majority of his leisure energy in gym. He has all around maintained his lifestyle and 

appears quite classy and popular. He also loves to hang out with his friends in his spare time. As a writer, 

he writes as well as likes to read as many books as he can. 
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The nexus among literature and life is so intimate and vital that literature gains its capacity and universal 

appeal by expressing the individual and social realities of life in more honest ways than the real life itself. 

The added value of emotions, sensation, anticipation, aesthetic pleasure and universal appeal makes it 

amazing and incredible that renovates regular truth into the larger truth in the manifold of literature. 

Jessamyn West has rightly affirmed the same idea as, "Fiction reveals truth that reality clouds." (Web). 

Literature, consequently, must be woven out of the stuff of life as its mirror since its value relies on the 

profundity and breadth of life that it paints. 

 

'Popular Fiction' stands exactly in contradiction with the class 'Literary Fiction' and alludes 

meticulously to the kind of writing that is notable, celebrated in the masses of readers because 

of its light method of writing, elegant setting and playful thematic concern. Structurally, it 

differs, restricts exactly with the class 'Literary Fiction'. There has been a significant distinction between 

the two since they fill distinctive needs. Literary fiction aims to maintain the mirror to the conditions of 

human life while popular fiction aims to entertain, to please, to thrill and to comfort its readers. This 

minute disciplinary distinction of the class makes it extra-ordinary from rest of all the class of 

literature.While opposing the idea of mainstream literary fiction and genuine, Ken Gelder offers a 

lively, progressive and comprehensive account of popular fiction as a distinctive literary practice 

lately. Logically, he discovers a wide range of popular novelists from Sir Walter Scott and 

Marie Corelli to Ian Fleming and proposes its meritorious status on the canvas of literature. 

According to him, many defenders of the class, for example, J. K. Rowling, Stephen King, 

John Grisham, Michael Crichton, Anne Rice, Jackie Collins have escalated the value, the 

dignity of popular fiction through their vital contribution to the class. Significantly, it has been 

difficult to distinguish between the two classifications since they are firmly associated, allied 

and coupled in the manifold of the literary canvas. Respectively, literary fiction and popular 

fiction coincide in a constant state of mutual repulsion and repudiation, in this manner, their 

classification is unattainable. 

Surprisingly, the class again befuddles by its meaning as - 'widely admired and accepted ' since 

it can confusingly be allied to the writings of major literary authors having a wide range of 

recognition and popularity. Many of the writers because of their smash hit features are 

identified as super-dealers in the market. Indian novelists like Toni Morrison, Salman Rushdie, 

Arundhati Roy, have gained worldwide admiration and acceptance. By the by, scarcely any 

writers have an exception to the standard noted above; none of these writers has actually created 

popular fiction. At the same time, popular fiction is not an anti-literary class. It has its own 

identity, integrity, uniqueness and features as well. 

3. ARDOR PSYCHOLOGY OF THE PROTAGONIST IN THE NOVEL 

In setting to my novel, I Too Had a Love Story, I have witnessed the change in the Ardour 

Psychology of the protagonist "Ravin” from being a bachelor to a committed individual to his 
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beloved. He was going through three aspects of Ardour that are solid feeling of eagerness, 

intense feeling of love and feeling of great warmth in a relationship. There are many underlined 

occasions that define the Ardour Psychology of Ravin in the novel, and I have chosen some of 

them to explain the above topic. He had totally a different mindset to be fruitful and to earn 

more cash in life, until his friend recommended him to make an account on a matrimonial 

website to find a suitable girl for him. They all were convincing each other to face the reality 

of marriage. Ravin was least interested until he was completely convinced by his friends. This was the 

start to look for a change in the behaviour of his mind - set. As, earlier he relied on his parents on the 

topic of marriage. 

Firstly, under the convincing considerations of his friends he made an account on the 

matrimonial website Shaadi.com. This was another start or a push to invite somebody in his 

life. Ravin was excited and apprehensive at the same time to portrait himself in the most ideal 

way he can. He was undergoing many contemplations of getting dismissed by a portion of the 

girls. One day finally he got a message from his beloved in the novel Khushi, he was really 

surprised because he had decided to quit the website after a bad experience on it, yet now he 

had a ray of expectation towards another relationship. He was eager to think about her and 

started the conversation in type of messages and gradually proceeded onward telephone 

conversations. Shared many likes and dislikes, similarities between them regarding their 

lifestyles and family. Ravin was really happy, trying to keep the conversation interesting, 

putting his endeavours to impress her. Here Ravin's eagerness was to be a focal point of 

attraction at least for the beautiful girls and was scoring himself on the scale of being handsome, even 

sometimes get irritated to see zero reaction on his matrimonial account was some way or another to be in 

contact with his beloved. Also, the two of them were on the topic of being engaged to each other 

and were daydreaming of that superb and amazing snapshots of their life, and were really crazy 

about it, here Ravin's 

mindset was the manner by which he admires his beloved, her trust on Ravin made him feel 

responsible now, he was ready to live his life with his beloved, however, he was all new to the 

love brain research of life that tried him a great deal to adapt up to the difficult situations, when 

he was madly kissing his beloved on telephone in the bank, standing in a line to make her happy 

and to say sorry for his harsh behaviour, regardless of what the world would think, this defines 

the intense feeling of love. Romantic quarrels, promises to have a loyal and magnificent 

relationship. These were the occasions that made him realize the warmth of being in love too. 

Thirdly, when Ravin and his beloved made a plan to meet each other in Delhi for the absolute 

first time, Ravin was all over eagerly waiting to see her and meet her to defeat all the negative 

musings and queries in his mind about her appearance and nature, he was under compulsion to 

utilize the washroom to talk to the mirrors about her and to convince himself to be calm and 

settle his body in a relaxing position, when he saw his beloved for the absolute first time he 

was really happy and eager to love her and to go through some brilliant minutes, and also shared 

a warm feeling with his beloved and an intense feeling of love between them made them 

soulmates. Ravin's mind-set was totally changed from being a single man to a committed one, 
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presently he wanted his beloved to be the best part of his life everlastingly, he was all set to be 

responsible, legit, loyal in his relationship. 

4. ARDOUR PSYCHOLOGY OF THE PROTAGONIST’S BELOVED 

Ravinder Singh the writer of the novel was one to portrait his beloved in the most beautiful 

way one can, a portion of the main psychological characters and behaviour of Khushi was 

missing as she was narrated as a character in the novel. Her character some place states the 

psychological behaviour from the narrator's point of view. Be that as it may, a few occasions 

still, communicates her mindset in the novel. Khushi, a charming and lovely beautiful girl 

wanted to be in a relationship, approached his beloved through a matrimonial website, she was 

confident enough to interact with another individual, brimming with life, caring nature, 

independent and falls in love with the protagonist Ravin. She had high Expectations from her 

relationship, life and loved ones. States a portion of the occasions the explains her brain science 

towards love. 

She was eager to meet Ravin, her innocence, trustworthiness, heart brimming with love for 

Ravin made a healthy relationship between them. She started dreaming about the engagement 

night at her residence with his beloved on the telephone conversations. She says- 

"It will be probably the best evening of my life. I will be standing beside my fiancée, amid so 

many individuals. I can contact you, hold your hand before everybody and no one will say 

anything.” 

The minutes they spent together made her vibe special, her intense feeling of love, to make 

Ravin happy, convince him to talk about their marriage, to make him talk to her regardless of 

whether her beloved was occupied states the eagerness in her behaviour, to wait for his calls and 

eagerness to meet him and sharing of all the day happenings, family issues and issues with him 

shows the warmth of their relationship in the novel. She accepted to be a part of Ravin's life 

and given up herself totally to him. She was happy to introduce her family and was eager to 

hear remarks about Ravin. She appeared to be more eager than Ravin to be with him until the 

end of time. Psychologically girls get attached to an individual easily as women are 

progressively emotional and sensitive in nature than men. She also depicted an appropriate 

Indian lady’s image with a hand in hand qualities of an advanced independent ladies in the 

novel, that was also the most impressive reason for Ravin to fall in love with her. 

Three days prior to their engagement Khushi was unaware of the disastrous plans of destiny 

that would be so painfully for her, either to live or to die, and the hardest was lose her love of 

life until the end of time. Her mom was getting negative vibes and was really afraid about her, 

as she stated in the novel to Ravin through a telephone conversation that Khushi was happy to 

a degree that she was decorating her home with candles and lights, she was on the seventh sky 

loaded with imaginary shades of love. 
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5. ENGAGEMENT 

These last activities of Khushi was unable to explain her happiness to invite her beloved in his 

life and that very night she met with an accident, this incident makes one, to think twice upon 

destiny, because as it is stated in the novel that she met Ravin once and for all in the transport 

before leaving this world always, novel here show the brain science of intense love that, shows 

the genuine affection of Khushi unaware of tomorrow, that will she live or die, She parts of the 

bargains ardour psychological behaviour she had in the entire novel. 

She portrays an ideal model to the Ardour Psychology, as she depicted all the aspects of Ardour 

were eagerness, intense feeling of love, warmth in the relationship. Ardour Psychology is all 

about what individual thinks or wishes to be with his/her beloved ones, the eagerness, intense 

love and warmth of the relationship creates the actions, occasions and minutes in one's life that 

can't be changed ever, yet these occasions help one to think about the importance of love in 

his/her life. This Ardour Psychology approaches towards a superior understanding of effective 

relationships. 

6. CULTURAL NUANCES IN RAVINDER SINGH 

Before the story begins, the novelist presents two highly philosophical poetic lines about love. 

"Not every person in this world has the fate to cherish the fullest type of love. Some are brought 

into the world just to experience its abbreviation". 

Followed by these two lines, the writer dedicates his work to his lady love whom he was unable 

to marry and acknowledges that she is the person who has drawn out an another in him. At that 

point he has also written a beautiful romantic sonnet on love which talks of the pains he has 

been undergoing because of the loss of his lady love. These poetic lines are filled with solid 

personal pangs of a lover. All these lines beautifully set the backdrop for an autobiographical 

novel. Right from the word 'had' in the title the philosophical lines of love, his note of 

dedication and his sonnet, all structures the introduction for the romantic story. The readers are 

mentally prepared to witness a tragedy eventually. Be that as it may, the tension lingers till they 

go over the tragedy 

The novelist has split the novel into 9 chapters starting at the past and ending at the present. 

The story starts in March 2006 and finishes in July 2008. The backdrop of the novel provides 

details about the protagonist's family background, his education, his career and his three dear- 

friends. The opening chapter "Reunion" literally diverts our melancholic state of mind to a 

happy one by presenting the happy snapshots of Ravin the protagonist enjoying his reunion 

with his closest friends, Happy, Maanpreet(MP), and Amardeep(Ramji). All these four 

characters are very life-like as they speak to a typical, upper-middle class background. All of 

them are engineers and are working as IT professionals with high salaries. Like many other IT 

professionals, they took liquor and ride their vehicles and come back to their house late night. 
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Prophetically, Ravin's friend Happy foresees that Ravin would get married first when the 

discussion turns towards marriage. 

7. NARRATIVE TECHNIQUES 

Ravinder Singh has aptly picked the job of first individual author-narrator which best suits his 

autobiographical topic. The subject 'love' appears to be an over-investigated one however the 

way Ravin narrates his love story makes its enjoyable to read from the earliest starting point 

till the end. The story is narrated using the flashback technique in nine chapters. Through the 

authenticity and closeness of narration we get profoundly involved and nourish the minute 

details he describes. In the first chapter 'Reunion', we feel really involved in the reunion party 

and the feeling of nostalgia automatically occupies our minds. 

The closeness among the four friends is by all accounts exceptionally intact however once 

when Ravin falls in love with Khushi, right in the subsequent chapter, the friends are totally 

side-lined and they don't reappear till the end. The first individual narrator authentically and 

sincerely records his personal feelings and emotions when he chats with a little youngster just 

because he feels extremely timid at the same-time he appreciates the internal conflict between his 

head Vs heart that goes inside the youthful bachelor's mind. The protagonist appreciates the 

long romantic conversations and yet he is also aware of the futility of such talks. He genuinely 

admits, even he admits that he cannot resist talking to her. "I don't have the foggiest idea why, 

yet I wanted to call her up again and it was hard to check that ask." 

The natural self-image of a male springs up when he anticipates that the girl should make the 

call and recalls his friend Happy's advice,"Try not to make them feel that you are going crazy 

after them; simply give a few and they will 

come to you" ... "Call it my weakness or my push to control my inner self a little later I did 

what my heart advised me to do and I dial her number." 

Ravin immediately gets attracted towards Khushi by her sweet voice and her pictures in the 

internet. Since, it was his first-love; he turns out to be totally fixated and pre-occupied by her 

musings. He cannot concentrate on his preparations for the MBA entrance examination. At the 

point when he gradually opens up his love story to his parents, he is excited by their immediate 

approval without much questions or whine. At the point when both the families give their 

assent, the lovers want to traverse a big milestone. The cry and laugh together. They constantly 

exchange kisses, have constant quarrels over trivial issues and obviously they immediately 

reconcile with each other. When Ravin decides to meet his dream girl Khushi just because, so 

many questions spring up both in his mind as well as in our minds. He says- 

"What if she isn't as beautiful as she appears in her pictures? What if she laughs in a weird 

way? What if she limps? Good lord!Obviously it is too late to ask this!" 

In any event, when the couple had total privacy, they don't cross their limits and they make the 

readers appreciate the romantic scenes nicely. The rain image comes all through the novel, 
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during happy minutes, during the horrible adventurous trip in a cab and also during the saddest 

of all occasions i.e., Khushi's death. Ravinder Singh is able to insert an unexpected twist in the 

middle of the story when the couple stall out in a cab with sewage water rising to their knees. 

While Khushi and Ravin are returning back to her home after a mystery meeting with Ravin in 

his lodging, they got struck in a traffic jam in the late hours and the tension increases further 

when Ravin is running shy of time to catch a flight to U.S. He admits, 

"To be completely forthright, I had no expectations of making it to the airport in the morning." 

Khushi initially lies to her mom, yet eventually when it turns out to be toolate, she reveals 

reality and Ravin also asks for an apology. 

Be that as it may, when everything moves along fine with their plans for the Ring service, 

marriage, special first nights and so on the peripeteia happens when Khushi meets with a fatal 

accident. She loses her consciousness and battles for her life. The shocking news brings out 

tension and an immense ripple in both Ravin's mind as well as in our minds. He prays sincerely 

to God, avoids nourishment, and loses all sense of direction in series of contemplations, and 

experiences apprehension and anxiety. The narration is filled with tension when it reaches the 

climax. As Khushi dies, Ravin totally gets shattered and cannot recuperate from the stun. The 

story could have very much finished right with the death of Khushi.However, it continues for 

two additional chapters vividly portraying the painful emotions of Ravin. Much after two years 

Ravin cannot recuperate from his misfortune and still he thinks about his ladylove Khushi. 

8. CONCLUSION 

The conducing section of the research would comparatively analyse, examine and investigate 

all the components and attributes of popular fiction in the chose works of Ravinder Singh. It 

would compare several subjects, aspects and perspectives investigated during the 

developmental course of this research. Seemingly, it would mediate, establish, verify, validate 

several subjects, for example, love, romance, happiness, rejection, dejection, hatred, anxiety, 

humour, excitement, relationship, thrill, ghastliness, crime, representation reflected through 

chosen novels I Too Had A Love Story, Can Love Happen Twice and Your Dreams Are Mine 

Now. The deliberate insight into thematic and structural fabrication of these novels would 

validate a firm frontal area for the formulation of solid conclusions about popular fiction. 
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